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ABSTRACT: We present that the tailored nanopatterning
with tunable shape, depth, and dimension for diverse
application-specific designs can be realized by utilizing
controlled dynamic nanoinscribing (DNI), which can
generate bur-free plastic deformation on various flexible
substrates via continuous mechanical inscription of a small
sliced edge of a nanopatterned mold in a compact and
vacuum-free system. Systematic controlling of prime DNI
processing parameters including inscribing force, temper-
ature, and substrate feed rate can determine the nano-
pattern depths and their specific profiles from rounded to
angular shapes as a summation of the force-driven plastic
deformation and heat-driven thermal deformation. More complex nanopatterns with gradient depths and/or
multidimensional profiles can also be readily created by modulating the horizontal mold edge alignment and/or
combining sequential DNI strokes, which otherwise demand laborious and costly procedures. Many practical user-specific
applications may benefit from this study by tailor-making the desired nanopattern structures within desired areas,
including precision machine and optics components, transparent electronics and photonics, flexible sensors, and
reattachable and wearable devices. We demonstrate one vivid example in which the light diffusion direction of a light-
emitting diode can be tuned by application of specifically designed DNI nanopatterns.
KEYWORDS: nanoinscribing, tailored nanopattern, tunable profile, plastic deformation, extrusion, viscoelasticity, light diffusion

Micro- and nanopattern structures exhibit extraordi-
nary mechanical, electrical, optical, and physico-
chemical characteristics hardly extractable from

bulky materials. Thus, they are extensively applied in various
industrial products such as precision machinery components,
displays and lighting sources, photonic and electronic
elements, and sensing, energy, and healthcare devices.1−4

These small-scale pattern structures are typically fabricated
through conventional processes including photolithography,5

e-beam lithography,6 nanoimprint lithography (NIL),7−9 and
self-assemblies using, for example, block copolymers.10,11

However, practical, mass-customized and user-specific pro-
duction is difficult because most of these processes are

complicated, requiring expensive equipment and long process-
ing time, or limited to small-area patterning. In this regard,
recent effort has focused on adapting mature and reliable
mechanical machining protocols mainly involving plastic
deformation, such as rolling, extrusion, and forging, to
continuous, scalable, and high-throughput micro- and nano-
patterning with more compact setups and simpler proce-
dures.12,13 Examples include the development of roll-to-roll
(R2R) NIL14 and photo roll lithography (PRL),15,16 where the
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continuous rolling principle expands productivity and process-
ing area, and vibrational indentation-driven patterning
(VIP),17,18 where a high-frequency vibrating tool periodically
indents micro- and nanopatterns similar to high-speed forging.
One versatile nanopatterning strategy based on direct

mechanical machining is to continuously inscribe the micro-
and nanopatterns by sliding the rigid nanopatterned edge as a
machining tool, which is often locally heated, onto a more
compliant substrate under a pressurized conformal contact
(Figure 1). In this “dynamic nanoinscribing (DNI)”

process,17,19,20 the tool smoothly induces bur-free plastic
deformation of the substrate covering many diverse materials,
even those not easily patterned by other physical and chemical
etching methods. R2R NIL and VIP can also achieve
continuous and highly productive nanopatterning as men-
tioned above, yet may have challenges; for instance, it is still
demanding to prepare flexible R2R NIL molds large enough to
wrap around a roll, thus often requiring delicate tiling of small
mold pieces;13,21 VIP, typically using a sharply angulated tool
for maximizing the indenting force, usually creates V-shaped
and relatively shallow nanopatterns.18 This may restrict the
otherwise much wider and more practical applications
requiring rounded or depth-tunable nanopatterns without
resorting to costly preparation of large-area nanopatterned
molds.
To this end, DNI is of great significance in the sense that it

can be performed at high speed by using a very small area (i.e.,
well-cleaved edge) of nanopatterned molds and that its
patterning shape and depth can be readily tuned by controlling
a few parameters. However, a systematic controlling of main
DNI parameters including pressing force, sliding speed, and,

most importantly, tool temperature, is not fully unraveled so
far. Addressing these issues in this work, we investigate
tailoring of the shapes and depths of nanopatterns by
controlling these prime parameters in DNI for various flexible
substrates. We present how the pattern profiles can be tailored
from sinusoidal through trapezoidal to rectangular shapes.
Here we also rationally elucidate such an evolution of DNI-ed
nanopattern profiles based on the modeling and analytic
explanation of the force- and temperature-dependent polymer
deformation behavior. More specifically toward tangible
applications, we further demonstrate that the depth-variable
and multidimensional nanopatterns can also be readily created
via controlling DNI mold alignment and stroke direction.
Many promising applications can benefit from this work by
accurately responding to specific nanopattern designs.22−25 As
one preliminary example, we show that directional diffusion
and brightness of a light-emitting diode (LED) can be
modulated depending on the uses of one-dimensionally (1D)
or two-dimensionally (2D) DNI-ed films.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Depth-Tunable Nanopatterning on Various Materials

by Controlling Nanoinscribing Force. The DNI system is
designed and set up with a focus on quantitative controls of
inscribing force, tool temperature, and substrate feed rate,
whose setup details and real system photographs are illustrated
in the Experimental Section and Figure S1 in the Supporting
Information, respectively. The overall DNI procedure is briefly
as follows. First, a rigid nanograting mold is cleaved along the
direction perpendicular to the grating pattern, fixed to the
mold arm, and set to the desired inscription angle and
temperature. In this study, we use a 700 nm period, 1:1 duty,
and 400 nm deep rectangular SiO2 nanograting as a
representative mold unless otherwise specified. Next, a flexible
substrate is loaded on the substrate feed stage and is brought
into contact with the mold. Here we use various commercial
polymers including polycarbonate (PC), polyethylene tereph-
thalate (PET), perfluoroalkoxy alkane (PFA), and polyimide
(PI), among which PC serves as a primary substrate mostly for
the detailed parametric studies. A constant force is applied by
manipulating the sensor-monitored load control module.
Finally, the substrate is continuously inscribed as conveyed
horizontally at the desired feed rate. DNI may resemble
thermal scanning probe lithography (t-SPL)26−28 in some
ways, but it is distinctive from t-SPL in that DNI can create
small-scale patterns having a wide range of periods spanning
from sub-millimeters to a few tens of nanometers based on
mechanical deformation at much lower temperatures (i.e., 150
°C). Meanwhile, t-SPL specializes in sub-20 nm nanopatterns
by accompanying chemical depolymerization requiring very
high temperatures (i.e., 600 °C).
In DNI, we may obtain different nanopatterning results by

controlling the aforementioned three main processing
parameters: the inscribing force, inscribing temperature, and
substrate feed rate, plus by employing different substrate
materials. First to examine the correlation between the
inscribing force (F) and resulting nanopattern shape, the
substrate feed rate (v) was fixed at 1 mm/s, and the inscribing
temperature (T) was set to be just lower than the employed
polymer’s glass transition temperature (Tg), at around which
that polymer becomes most malleable.29,30 For instance, we set
T at 150 °C for the PC substrates we used, which is slightly
lower than its Tg. Figure 2 shows a schematic drawing and

Figure 1. (a) Schematic drawing of DNI process. The rigid
nanograting mold (b) is well-cleaved across the grating axis as a
tool which continuously inscribes the nanopattern on a flexible
substrate (c). (d) SEM images of the DNI-ed nanopattern. Inset to
(d) shows an enlarged perspective view.
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scanning electron microscopy (SEM) images of this exper-
imental series. F’s of 1 to 4 N were applied at T = 150 °C and v
= 1 mm/s after setting the contact angle between the substrate
and mold to 35°. The resulting nanopattern depth varied by F;
it reached down to ∼300 nm at 1 N, yielding 90% of the
maximum inscription depth (i.e., 330 nm = cos 35° × 400 nm
(normal depth of the nanopatterned mold openings)).
Interestingly for the PC substrates at this T just lower than
Tg, it is observed that the pattern depth decreases as F
increases. This suggests that 1 N is a sufficient F to reach the
maximum height at the current T and the height be decreased
at larger F as the mold openings are decreased. F making the
deepest pattern may vary by T; tuning of nanopattern depths at
different T’s will be further studied in the following section.
Another noteworthy finding is that the created nanopattern
profile evolves from sinusoidal to trapezoidal shapes as F
increases, although the original mold has a rectangular shape.
This is due to the elastic recovery of the plastically deformed
polymer material that once fills, either partly or fully, the mold
openings at contact and is then extruded from there. The
partly filled polymer may be finalized to a sinusoidal pattern,
and the fully filled polymer may go to a trapezoidal pattern.
This shape evolution is also interdependent with the other
main parameters such as T and v, as will be further discussed
later.
The nature of plastic deformation driven by a more rigid

tool allows DNI to be applicable to many diverse polymer
materials softer than the tool material. Figure 3 shows several

exemplifications of different substrate materials DNI-ed at
around Tg of each material with the other conditions fixed.
Here it is confirmed that the nanopatterns can be faithfully
formed on PET, PFA, and PI substrates with similar quality to
those created on PC. In particular, the PI substrate is a heavy-
duty material with excellent durability and wear resistance,
thereby suitable for aerospace, high-temperature, and toxic
environment applications, yet is difficult to form nanopatterns
by typical etching methods. DNI, however, can readily
machine it to application-specific nanostructures and thus
can lead to various nanopattern-assisted devices especially

requiring extreme environment operation. High-temperature
and/or radiation sensors, firefighting and disaster-monitoring
instruments, and wearable heaters are just a few examples,
some of which are currently under development for our
following reports.

Analogy to Extrusion: Force-Dependent DNI Process
Model. DNI can be described as the process where the
polymer material is extruded through the small-scale patterned
openings formed by the conformal contact; this may be
analogous to the polymer melt extrusion molding in traditional
machining,31 as comparatively shown in Figure S2 in the
Supporting Information. Here, the die angle, upper half of a
workpiece, and extrusion speed in traditional extrusion may
correspond to the mold angle, polymer film, and inscribing
speed in DNI, respectively. While the workpiece deformation is
mainly determined by extrusion force in traditional extrusion
with fixed die angle and aperture, the polymer deformation in
DNI can be more freely tuned by controlling the force applied
to the mold (F) as well as its angle and T. Figure 4a−c depict

our model based on this analogy, particularly focusing on the
correlation between F and resulting pattern depth. When the
mold and substrate begin to come into contact with each other,
the depth increases linearly as F increases (Figure 4a). The
largest depth is formed when the valley of the mold is closest
to the substrate without making contact (Figure 4b). Extrusion
molding characteristics appear from the moment when the
mold valley touches the substrate, and the pattern depth begins
to decrease as F increases (Figure 4c).
Taken from three cases of increasing F’s of 1.5, 2, and 4 N,

with T = 110 °C and v = 1 mm/s fixed, Figure 4d−f disclose
that the pattern depths increase first (∼270 nm; Figure 4d),
reach a maxima (∼290 nm; Figure 4e), and then decrease
(∼270 nm; Figure 4f) as F increases. Notably, the nano-
patterns turn from sinusoidal to trapezoidal shapes at higher F
as they enter the extrusion regime. This confirms our above
discussion that the substrate material begins to fully fill up the
mold openings at a certain value of F (Figure 4c), resulting in

Figure 2. (a) Scheme of the depth-tunable nanopatterning by force-controlled DNI. (b−e) Force-varied DNI nanopatterning results with top
and cross-sectional views.

Figure 3. DNI nanopatterning on various materials at respective
Tg’s: (a) PET at 70 °C, (b) PFA at 80 °C, and (c) PI at 310 °C.

Figure 4. Force-dependent DNI process model and resulting SEM
images.
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the trapezoidal pattern (Figure 4f). As F further increases
beyond this point, the trapezoidal pattern height becomes
lower as the mold openings are narrowed (Figure 2). This
trend can be more extensively examined in Figure 5, where we
shed more light on the evolution of nanopattern profiles
depending on T and v as follows.

Evolution of Nanoinscribed Pattern Profiles Depend-
ing on Temperature and Inscribing Speed. We now
investigate how the nanopattern profile evolves depending on
temperature change for the same substrate material, with PC as
a representative. Systematically experimented and measured,
Figure 5 plots the nanopattern depths as a function of T and F,
at the same v of 1 mm/s. The average depth was calculated for
each point from at least three repetitions under identical
conditions to improve the data reliability. We first can observe
that the nanopattern depths obtained from DNI at room
temperature (RT; 25 °C) are overall lower than the ones DNI-
ed in heated conditions. We can draw two more major findings
from the heated DNI cases. First, the maximum inscription
depth gradually increases as T increases; it reaches
approximately 280, 290, and 300 nm at 70, 110, and 150 °C,
respectively. Second, F required for the maximum depth
nanopatterning decreases as T increases; in our experimental
space, 3.5, 2, and 1 N are required for the maximum-depth
patterning at 70, 110, and 150 °C, respectively. We can
presume from Figure 5 that the farthest reachable depth at RT
must be saturated at 5 N or beyond, to a value apparently
lower than the 70 °C case. The overall maximum depth of
∼300 nm was obtained with an F of approximately 1 N at 150
°C, which is the closest temperature to Tg of PC (as already
confirmed in Figure 2). It is noted that the PC substrate
melted when the pattern was inscribed at higher temperatures
(170 °C or above).
We can understand that adequate heating is highly desired

for the most reliable DNI with faithful patterning depths, when
comparing the heated cases with the ambient cases. This
indicates that the thermal deformation plays an important part
in the substrate’s plastic deformation along with the
mechanical deformation discussed in the previous sections.
The final nanopattern profile would be the summation of these
two deformation factors. This suggests that we specifically

design and manufacture the nanopatterns with similar depths
but with different profiles as we need for specific applications,
by using different T−F combinations. Among many data
points with similar pattern depths displayed in Figure 5, we
pick one example set; having the similar depths of ∼280 nm,
Figure 6a−c are taken from the T−F conditions of 150 °C−1.5

N, 110 °C−3 N, and 70 °C−3.5 N, respectively (with the fixed
v of 1 mm/s). Evidently the curve of the nanograting pattern
appears smoother when inscribed at higher T. As more heat is
provided to the substrate through the mold−substrate contact
at higher T, the liquidity of the substrate increases. This
facilitates the substrate’s deformation to the circular shape to
minimize the surface energy.32,33 On the other hand, a
nanopattern formation may rely more on the mechanical
deformation with greater F in order to produce the same depth
at lower T. Here the substrate’s deformation better follows the
original shape of the mold, resulting in more angular patterns.
In addition, it is more probable that the substrate will touch
the mold valley at higher F, as discussed earlier, helping form
the angular shape. After the heat and force are released from
the current contact zone as DNI proceeds, the nanopattern
profiles for the above-described T-rich and F-rich cases are
finalized through the elastic recovery to the sinusoidal (Figure
6a), round-trapezoidal (Figure 6b), and angular-trapezoidal
(Figure 6c) shapes, respectively.
It can be considered that thermal and mechanical

deformations of a substrate are driven by the heat transfer
from the mold and the transient mechanical force, respectively,
applied during the continuous sliding of the heated mold.
Therefore, how long the mold and substrate make conformal
contact with each other, determined by the inscribing speed
(v), would be another critical point dictating the resulting
pattern profile. The effect of v is systematically investigated by
performing DNI at different v’s under identical F and T. Figure
7a shows the measured depths of nanopatterns DNI-ed at
three different v’s of 0.1, 1, and 10 mm/s, for three F values of
1.5, 2, and 2.5 N. T was fixed at 110 °C for all cases. Figure
7b−d representatively show SEM images of the 2 N cases. The
result clearly reveals that the nanopattern depth increases as v
decreases for identical F and T. Here we can corroborate that a
longer mold−substrate contact time provides more heat
transfer to the substrate polymer material and allows it to fill
up the mold openings for a more sufficient amount of time.34

Nanoinscribing Dynamics Based on Temperature-
Dependent Viscoelastic Relaxation. The profile evolution
dynamics is also supported by the analytic model regarding the
temperature-dependent relaxation behavior of viscoelastic
polymer materials.35,36 Here, a relaxation time (t) denotes
the time required for equilibrium of structural change upon
external force typically in the polymer having a viscoelastic
regime (i.e., T regime lower than Tg, beyond which the

Figure 5. Temperature-dependent DNI patterning depths plotted
versus different forces.

Figure 6. Profile evolution from round to angular nanopatterns by
controlling DNI temperature and force.
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polymer simply starts melting).35 Now the time−temperature
shift factor (aT), defined as the ratio of t’s at the interested (T)
and reference (Tref) temperatures, is related to how much the
polymer deforms at a given T compared to Tref per unit time;
formulated based on the Williams−Landel−Ferry (WLF)
function, aT can be expressed as eq 1:36

=
−

+ −
a

C T T
C T T

log
( )

( )

c

cT
1 ref

2 ref (1)

where C1 and C2 are material constants whose values depend
on the material and choice of Tref and c is a power coefficient of
the (Tref − T) term to compensate the error in the low-
temperature regime. Applying to DNI for the T < Tg range
using the PC material’s values, we obtain eq 2:

= −
+ −_ _a

T
T

log
8.84(150 )

182 (150 )T DNI PC

1.93

1.93 (2)

which indicates that aT converges to zero as T approaches Tg
(= 150 °C) while exponentially diverging as T decreases.36

Along with all discussions above, this additionally provides an
important analytic explanation for many perspectives exper-
imentally investigated so far: (1) why DNI at RT generally
ends up with shallower nanopatterns; (2) why adequate
heating is essential for reliable DNI; and (3) why higher T
gives deeper nanopatterns.
Nanoinscribing as a Nanomanufacturing Process:

Critical Resolution and Productivity. To confirm DNI as
a reliable nanomanufacturing process, we may consider the
critical resolution (i.e., the smallest period and highest aspect
ratio) as well as the processing speed limit that DNI can reach.
The resolution limit is critically determined by the tool shape
along with the above-investigated prime parameters such as T,
F, and v. The nanopattern of any smaller period and higher
aspect ratio can be fabricated essentially by using the grating
mold of that period. However, a nanopattern of the ∼50 nm
period and ∼1:1 aspect ratio may approximate to the
experimental limit achievable by the DNI process using a
normal rectangular ∼1:1 duty grating mold. By using a
specifically designed tool, for instance a linear array of
sharpened tips (or a grating of extremely narrow line width),

further smaller nanopatterns of useful heights may be created,
which is indeed one of our successive works. The processing
speed can be increased especially for softer thermoplastic
substrate materials, but can be practically upper-bounded to 1
m/min to allow faithful pattern deformation and stable
instrumentation.
Another practical concern from the manufacturing viewpoint

may be the mold degradation with use. This is closely related
to the mold recleaving cycle and overall productivity of the
DNI process. Figure S3 in the Supporting Information
comparatively shows the just-cleaved new mold and an
identical one used 30 times for 10-cm-long DNI strokes.
Notably, the mold edge shape remains almost intact before and
after use; consistently, the nanopatterns obtained from the first
and last DNI strokes are observed to have the same profile
(not shown here). However, a slight amount of residue is
found in the mold valleys after use. The residue may be mostly
from surrounding dust, not from the substrate debris, as no bur
pile is ever observed at the end point of each DNI stroke. This
is consistent with the DNI mechanism, which is based on the
plastic deformation, not the material removal. Nonetheless,
such a residue lump and/or a bigger alien particle often stuck
between mold teeth can cause defects during DNI; the most
common case is to induce missing lines on the substrate in the
middle of the DNI stroke. To avoid this, recleaving (typically
with the ∼5 mm cleaving length for handy work) can be
performed, statistically at every ∼500 mm stroke, which can be
further increased by the particle class management of the
surroundings. This renders the total length of a DNI-able edge
length of ∼3500 mm per 6 in. wafer (i.e., 150 mm diameter),
thereby enabling the creation of a nanopattern as large as 1.75
× 106 mm2, which is ∼100 times larger than the original wafer
mold area (see Figure S4 in the Supporting Information for full
calculation). This simplified quantification symbolically dem-
onstrates the excellent productivity of DNI.

Tailored Nanopatterning with Gradient Profiles and
Multidimensions by Controlling the Mold Alignment
Angle and Inscribing Stroke Direction. Beyond simple
micro- and nanograting with homogeneous depths, nano-
patterns having variable depths and dimensions within a single
substrate zone may be capitalized in many applications
requiring tunable optical, mechanical, and/or physicochemical
characteristics, such as holograms,37 color filters,38−40 micro-
fluidic platforms,41,42 biosensors,43−45 photonic structures,46,47

and electrochemical devices.48−50 Typical fabrication methods
involving simple lithography and/or normal NIL, however,
cannot easily produce such structures without resorting to
time-consuming and costly procedures. By controlling the
mold−substrate alignment angle and inscribing stroke
direction, DNI enables tailored nanopatterning with gradient
depth profiles and multidimensional structures in a continuous
and very practical fashion. Figure 8 demonstrates that
nanopatterns with diverse depths can be inscribed simulta-
neously on one substrate by applying the controlled gradient to
the horizontal alignment between the mold edge and substrate
surface (Figure 8a). This would be likened to the tilting of an
aircraft along its roll axis. DNI conducted with T = 150 °C, F =
3.5 N, v = 1 mm/s, and ∼5° tilt angle along the mold’s “roll
axis” readily created a depth-tailored nanopattern in a single
substrate, as can be examined in the SEM images taken from
three representative spots; Figure 8b−d show nanopattern
depths of 140, 230, and 260 nm, respectively.

Figure 7. (a) Plot of nanopattern depths controlled by different
DNI speeds and forces. (b−d) SEM images representatively taken
from the 2 N force.
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As also reported elsewhere,19,20 DNI can produce multi-
dimensional nanopatterns simply by sequentially performing it
along multiple axes, as schematically illustrated in Figure 9a. By

controlling the mold shapes (i.e., periods, depths, etc.) used for
each stroke, number of strokes, and stroke directions, many
diverse user-tailored multidimensional nanostructures can be
created. The simplest case would be the 2D nanopatterns
fabricated by combining two DNI strokes at perpendicular
directions using the same mold. It is noted that, after the first
stroke is done, the second stroke is performed typically using
the force reduced to 75% of that used in the first stroke. This is
because the mold may turn, in the second stroke, to deform the
smaller part of the substrate (i.e., the hill part formed in the
first stroke). Another reason to control the forces for the first
and second strokes is that an excessive force in the second

stroke can undesirably alter the nanopattern formed in the first
stroke.
Figure 9b−d show a photograph and corresponding SEM

image of the PC sample fabricated as such. This type of
nanostructure formed on a flexible and transparent film may be
particularly useful for tuning the light diffusion characteristics
of optical devices such as displays and LEDs. As one vivid
example, we demonstrate that the optical diffusions are
changed depending on whether 1D and 2D DNI-ed nano-
patterns over the LED device are used or not. Figure 9e−g
comparatively show the optical diffusion images of an identical
LED through the bare, 1D DNI-ed, and 2D DNI-ed PC films,
respectively. Figure 9e shows that the light did not diffuse
when transmitted through a bare PC film. Figure 9f shows that
the transmitted light reacts with the 1D nanograting on the
surface and is scattered up and down. Figure 9g shows that
comprehensive light spreading occurs as the transmitted light
reacts omnidirectionally with the 2D nanopattern. This is
consistent with our previous work demonstrating that the light
emission can converge or diverge depending on the use of a
reattachable transparent nanopattern patch over an LED
surface.20 Beyond the preliminary result shown here, a further
study on performance optimization through the application of
such multidimensional nanopatterns within light-guiding plates
and photovoltaic cells is underway.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have presented that DNI, based on continuous
mechanical inscription actuated by a compact and vacuum-free
system, enables facile and high-throughput nanopatterning on
various flexible substrates with tunable depth, shape, and
dimension, by controlling several prime parameters including
inscribing force, temperature, and substrate feed rate. The
specific nanopattern profile is determined by the force-driven
plastic deformation as well as the heat-driven thermal
deformation, rendering its final shape rounded or angular.
More complex nanopatterns with gradient depths and/or
multidimensional profiles can also be readily created by
modulating the horizontal tool alignment and/or combining
sequential inscribing strokes. Able to tailor the application-
specific nanopatterns with desired profiles and within a desired
area, DNI may be widely applicable to, for example, precision
machine and optics components, transparent flexible elec-
tronics and photonics, and various wearable sensors. Moving
forward, nanopatterns with tipped, slanted, and/or random-
networked profiles could also be realized by further tuning the
tool shape, stroke angle, and other conditions in DNI, some of
which are indeed under development for the following work.

EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Preparation of the DNI Tools and Substrates. The nano-

grating structure was first fabricated on a 6 in., 400-nm-thick SiO2-
coated Si wafer, following the process described elsewhere.51,52 The
representative mold dimensions we used in this study had a period
and depth of 700 and 400 nm, respectively, with 1:1 duty (i.e., both
the hill and valley widths of ∼350 nm each), but could be fully
adjusted for different nanopattern designs. The DNI tool was
prepared by cleaving the fabricated nanograting wafer to a slice of
handy length along the direction perpendicular to the grating axis. For
more precise characterization of the applied force along with the other
parameters, the sliced mold width was fixed to 10 mm. We used
various commercial polymers as DNI substrates including PC (DE 1-
1, CLEAR, Makrofol), PET (RX000, X type, Hyosung, Korea), PFA
(PFA0125, Alphaflon, Korea), and PI (HN 1 mil, Kapton), which

Figure 8. (a) Schematic drawing of gradient DNI patterning by
controlling the angular mold−substrate alignment. (b−d) SEM
images taken from different spots, showing different depths.

Figure 9. (a) Scheme of multidimensional DNI and (b)
photograph of a real fabricated sample. SEM images of (c) 1D-
DNI and (d) 2D-DNI nanopatterns. (e−g) Light diffusion tuning
photographs of a commercial LED image, based on the use of (e)
bare film, (f) 1D-DNI film, and (g) 2D-DNI film.
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were thoroughly cleaned by isopropyl alcohol and deionized water
and dried by N2 blowing before use. Tg’s of all polymers were
quantitatively measured by using a derivative thermogravimetry
(DTG-60, Shimadzu).
Design, Setup, and Operation of the DNI System. The DNI

system was designed and set up to enable the quantitative control of
the main DNI processing parameters: inscribing force, tool temper-
ature, and substrate feed rate. A photograph of the completed DNI
system is shown in Figure S1a in the Supporting Information,
consisting of three main modules: a temperature-controllable mold
arm module, a substrate feed module, and a force control module.
While the details of the modular design and assembly have been
provided elsewhere,53 here we describe a brief overview of the system.
The mold arm holds the well-cleaved mold at the desired angle, which
determines the maximum inscription depth (i.e., vertical height of the
nanopatterned mold openings), and provides controlled heating to
the mold through the internally embedded heater and temperature
sensor (Figure S1b). This Joule heating from the built-in heater
(maximum temperature up to 350 °C) can provide a localized heating
to the mold−substrate contact zone with minimized external heat
loss, determining the DNI process temperature. The substrate feed
module comprising the substrate loading plate and motorized linear
stage having five degrees of freedom (x, y, z, Rx, Ry) (Figure S1c)
horizontally aligns the substrate surface with the mold edge and feeds
the substrate at a constant rate using a linear actuator (LX1502-B1-N-
150, MISUMI; maximum linear speed = 200 mm/s). Silicone rubber
attached to the substrate loading plate can compensate a slight
horizontal misalignment at the microscopic scale after making contact
between the mold and substrate by minimizing the load gradient. It
also improves the adhesive force between the substrate and loading
plate, helping prevent the substrate from slipping during the
pressurized mold inscription. The force control module contacts the
mold arm head through the contacting rod and applies a precise, force
sensor (FlexiForce A201-100, TEKSCAN)-monitored normal force to
the substrate by adjusting a micrometer. The desired force is
maintained throughout the DNI process.
Characterizations. SEM imaging was performed using a field

emission SEM (JSM-6700F, JEOL Ltd.) typically at the operation
voltage of 10 kV after sputtering a thin Pt film with 2−3 nm thickness
to avoid electron charging. To characterize the cross section of the
nanopattern DNI-ed on a flexible polymer, it was first replicated on a
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) pad (Sylgard 184, Dow Corning
Corp.) with a curing temperature and time of 70 °C and 2.5 h,
respectively. This counter-profiled PDMS replica was then used to
stamp the original-profiled nanopattern back into the Rigiflex UV-
curable resin layer (PUM-3300, MCNet Co., Ltd., Korea) coated at
1000 rpm for 1 min on a cleavable Si wafer. With the conformal
contact between the PDMS replica and resin-coated Si wafer
maintained, UV curing was performed for 20 s (UV-A 30 W, 365
nm peak wavelength, Fusion Cure System, Minuta Tech). The Si-
transferred nanopattern was then easily cleaved to expose a clean
cross section for subsequent examination. For more accurate and
quantitative measurements of nanopattern profiles, as-taken SEM
images were analyzed by using an image processing software (Java
ImageJ, open source). All data points plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 7
were obtained by averaging three measurements for different spots in
each sample to ensure reliability and accuracy. The LED diffusion
experiment was conducted by using a commercial yellow LED
(GaAsP/GaP, Ø8, 3Y4HT-6, Dakwang, China) in a dark room to
minimize external light disturbance. After covering the LED with the
PC films bearing no, 1D, or 2D DNI-ed nanopatterns with a ∼10 mm
gap, the photographs were taken by a close-up digital camera (EOS
M5, Canon).
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